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About This Game

Description!
Play your own songs to three different game modes on, newly updated to, eight different maps, or fight the three unlockable

bosses! Play on four different difficulties to get a range of challenge or create your own with the new custom difficulty! Keep
track of your stats and compare them to your friends! Earn all the achievements by playing and getting better at it! Play more
songs on harder difficulties to rank up faster! It is easy to grasp but hard to master! Play any song you want by just dragging

them into a folder! The game reads MP3s, OGGs, and WAVs!

Three Game Modes To Play!
Play "FOLLOW" to follow a line that fluctuates with the song while dodging objects spawning with the beat of the song!
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Play the classic mode "DODGE" and dodge obstacles that spawn with the beat of the song!
Play "FIGHT" to follow the line and kill waves of enemies that spawn with the beat of the song!

Eight Different Maps with Separate Looks and Color Changing Capabilities!
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Three Boss Fights to Unlock!
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Title: Rhythm Rush!
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
KFriske Studios
Publisher:
KFriske Studios
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2017
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English,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Great tower defense game, top shelf. I was going to play one or two missions and ended up playing for 6 hours. Very engaging,
fun and challenging. 9\/10 for me.. Welcome to the developers good taste in anime and video games.. Not that Great Z
4/10
. This is game that revolucionised racing SIMULATORS

Awsome game,one of the best sims out there,awsome physics,moddable but THERE IS A PROBLEM with game record, for me
it says 0.3 hours and it should be around 100,game is very cheap because it is from 2006th year (10 years ago) and it is still
capet alive by mooding comunity.
I have a few mods (f1 2014,zonda cup,f1 1966)

THE GAME IS OUTSTANDING, I sugest buying it right now. 100/10 (houndrid out of ten). 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1125729839

Meet george who's going to die of cancer.
Now play as George who plays video games, waiting for death.

Yes that's the scenario!

Endure a 20 minute intro and when, bored out of your mind, you miss a message and have to redo the intro again from the start,
you close the game and post that review.. It is a really fun game. I reccomend it although there are some downsides. If you have
friends, unlike me, then this game is for you. It has a really creative and cool local mode. If you are by yourself it is a little
boring. The only campaign is shooting targets. Since this game is new, there is nobody else playing online. If you have friends,
get this game!!. Waiting for the collection cards.... It worked for a while on my machine, (Linux Mint 17.3) then certain items
on the menu and enemies in the game were not visible, making one level very difficult and another impossible (hard to dodge
enemies you can't see).

Also, the controls are backwards (left to go counterclockwise, right to go clockwise) from what I am used to (e.g. Atari games
where you can turn and thrust with the joystick), with no apparent option to change it. Drives me nuts.

Otherwise, I'd give it an enthusiastic +1.. I told a kid Lil Pump is a gas station in USA and he actually believed me.
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This experience is sooo good! I couldn't get through it yet. I quit after about 15-20 minutes and I'm a grown man lol. Very good
transitions between scares with just enough breathing room to keep the tension going. The only negative would be the scale is a
little off, but the direction, models, animation, and atmosphere make up for it. For two dollars it's a steal. Horrifying and I love
it!! 4\/5. Been playing Lif for years. Made huge amount of friends.. You can only join private rooms and you need to know the
room name and password.
-You can make your own room and play alone (but no option for bots so basically useless).
-Game feels very laggy and stuttery.. too laggy for any serious 360 no scoping .. it felt like i was trying to do a 360 in minecraft.

Shame because the graphics looked quite nice and the idea sounded fun. If there had been at least an option for bots i might
have kept it.. A cute little story about Breakfeast and Ghosts.. "Ouja no Kodou, Ima koko ni Retsu wo nasu. Tenchi Meidou no
Chikara wo Mirugaii! Shinkuro Shoukan! Waga Tamashii, Reddo Deemonzu Doragon!". Wow... I really enjoyed playing to this
game. Great atmosphere, dark story with a lot of humour, music, ambience, characters, places,... all is perfect.
Maybe a little negative point to the difficulty... some puzzles are to easy and... 'Dannazione', Jack told you were you maybe have
to go for the next step. Ok, I follow his intuition... ;)

Hoping that 'Face Noir 2' will be realesed soon.... very fun if you like strategy, ww2 or,navel games i give it a 9/10. The Best
game ever!. Very helpfull!!!
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